Observe the man - the human male - as he proceeds along the street. A nondescript human, dressed, perhaps, a little outwith the norms of his society and currently under the influence of their drug ethanol. GABA and NMDA receptor systems in his brain are disrupted and his mood is perhaps slightly elevated, his balance and propioception impaired. He is not 'drunk', as they say - though he would not legally be able to steer one of their 'cars', at least not in this city - but he is observably under the effect of the drug. Despite which, as can be seen, he is quite capable of walking upright - such an entertaining habit - and of making decisions all by himself. 
If not always the right ones.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
It had been a hard day - but a good evening - and I was definitely a bit wobbly when I finally left the Grapes and headed up Kings Street for home. It was also clear that I'd left my departure late enough that a number of the "girls" were already out working the streets ahead. Well, hey, we all got to live ... but I could do without the hassle, I thought, and sort of veered away into a short cut, down by the cathedral.
Actually, it was quite a nice walk on a nice evening ... the minster itself imposing and gothic under its floodlighting, the lane pleasantly bordered by hedges on both sides, the houses opposite the church set far back behind long gardens. I thought I should do this more often - enjoying the birds and what I thought was a bat fluttering by - cut through an almost rural spot in the middle of a big city.
In fact, I'd almost forgotten that I was in the city. Which made it a bit of a shame that the city hadn't forgotten me.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
Correctly predicting the actions of human-level species is a useful talent, They tell me, but the novelty pales after a while. I saw this male make his turn, observed his preoccupation with the local fauna, observed the other males ahead of him move silently - by their standards - behind some decorative foliage plants.
Sub sets of my persona issued the instructions that began to power up the relevant technology, a slow process of tens of nanoseconds, and observed my existing human guest ... who seemed preoccupied with the video link I'd set up for her earlier. I let her sit for a while, human sexuality being an abiding interest of mine ... and there was time enough to inform her later. So I settled down to wait, watching the inevitable unfold before me.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
Just as I came out of the cathedral close, my ankle encountered something - a stick, a pole, maybe another leg, whatever - and I crashed to the ground, nose and forehead impacting on the pavement. I felt blood begin to flow, began vaguely trying to stand up only to suffer an immediate, very sharp pain in my back.
Caused, I realised, by a knee pushing forcefully into it. This was not good, I felt, not being the least surprised when a voice growled in my ear that there was a knife involved and that it would be a good idea to give my anonymous assailant my "shit". Which pissed me off, to be honest, so I did a basic breakaway manoeuvre, thrusting back with my thighs and twisting, throwing the guy off me in the process. I'd managed to half turn towards him when I saw a second guy, swinging a knife, hard, down towards my head.
Oh fuck, I thought, that's not a knife, that's a bloody machete. And then everything went very, very white ... 
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
I was pleasantly dozing in front of the screen, half watching a senior politician having terribly inept sex with someone else's wife, when the chime that told me the Wisdom wanted me to know something rang through the room. Its sonorous, androgynous voice immediately following:
'Just to let you know, Zara ... I think we're about to have a visitor. Prospect 14 has just run into a spot of bother. Thought you ought to know'
This was Wisdom speak for "I'm not actually going to do anything about this, so suggest you deal with it." For a fairly omniscient, hereabouts omnipresent alien Intelligence she/he/it can be bloody annoying at times.
Nonethless, I killed the feed - did Senator whatever really think she'd like him doing that? - and called up instead the Prospect List, found the details of #14 ... a guy we'd been monitoring for some time, a possible recruit but not someone immediately slated for advancement ... or kidnap, if you prefer. I dragged myself to my feet, looked around for some clothes - probably best not to greet the poor man completely naked - and, while doing so, the further chime that told me he'd actually arrived sounded. Oh, well ... I hoped he had the sense to Read The Wall.
Anyway, I hate being around when they throw up.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
When the whiteness faded, leaving no retinal after images, I noted, I was left lying in the dark on something quite soft. There didn't seem to be any sign of my recent attacker, which was good. Instead, I felt like I'd been through a mangle, and just about every part of my body screamed at me in pain. I also felt extremely nauseous and spent a moment or two distributing the contents of my stomach around the place. Strangely, this reassured me. I had no belief in an after life - and had never taken descriptions of near death experiences as any guide to the likely sensations involved in actually dying - but somehow being violently sick didn't seem to be high on the list of probabilities. Also, too, pain usually relied on a working nervous system ... and consciousness on a working brain. So, given that I was in pain and appeared to be thinking quite logically, it seemed that I wasn't dead.
Where I was, I saw as my eyes became accustomed to the gloom, was in a medium sized room lying on a padded rubberish floor, head and shoulders braced against an equally padded wall. Illumination came from no very clear source but nonetheless things were definitely becoming brighter. I tried sitting up and as I did so the padding beneath and behind me ... deflated. Which is to say, both wall and floor became smooth and firm - if still soft to the touch - with no sign of their previous bulk. Equally, I noticed, there was no sign of my vomit ... a pint or four of Kelham Island brewery's finest having disappeared entirely by the looks of it. Very strange, I thought, as the light became bright enough for me to notice that one wall now bore a message.
"You're not dead. You're not dreaming. You are safe."
OK, I thought ... taken on face value, that should be reassuring, though the intellectual leap involved in doing the taking was ... challenging. I had been going home in a big city beside a very big cathedral, someone had jumped me with a big knife ... Now I was in an empty room - with no visible windows or doors, my subconscious chipped in - which had until recently been quite liberally padded ... reading a message on a wall. I began to pull myself together, check things worked - things like arms, legs, that sort of stuff - then sat up properly. A quick check on my face revealed no sign of my having been hit with a machete - though to be honest I thought I'd probably have noticed that without having to poke around in the hole - and also no sign of my nose or forehead having recently collided with the pavement. The nausea, too, had passed and the general bodywide ache was subsiding quite quickly.
It was all very strange, I thought. Bloody weird, to be precise. But there was probably a logical explanation.
I just hoped I'd find out what it was.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
So #14 was with us. One Xavier McDonald - interesting genetic lineage for his culture, a scientist by the standards of his world and apparently blessed with an unusually logical mind ... for a human, obviously ... given his current thinking.
Oh well - we were stuck with him for a while - and he was stuck with us - so I started the basic house keeping routines that would keep him healthy for the duration. Healthier, I thought, as the nanobots began to repair a puffy liver, tar corroded lungs, the usual maladies of one of his type, than any basic human had ever been.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
I found a kimono that was decent enough for the purpose, got the Wisdom - or some minor part of it - to show me what was happening in Arrivals. Amazingly, the guy was sitting upright already, not gibbering even slightly, certainly not curled into a foetal ball ... as I had been when I first arrived. His basic signs were all pretty good - calm, in control - and the technology already at work throughout his body. Which was, I noted, quite a nice body ... tall, subtly muscled ... and - aside from his head, armpits and pubes - almost hairless . The way I like them, in fact.
Briefly, I wondered if I could get the Wisdom to let me play with this one but ... no ... his reactions ... his profile, I noted as a new set of data appeared ... was just too good. A shame, I thought ... this one was probably going to end up a colleague. Then again ... there were three billion males I could choose to 'play' with ... and it would be nice to have someone to talk to.
So I ditched the kimono, slipped on a jumpsuit instead. As well to be professional about this ... and the science fiction reference implicit in the costume would surely not be lost on him. Time to go do the greetings ... and explain what the poor sod was in for.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
I hadn't been sitting too long - and was no nearer to coming up with any sort of answer to whatever the hell the question I should be asking was - when part of the wall opposite sort of dissolved. Which is to day, a sort of fluid motion occurred and suddenly there was a person sized space where the black rubbery stuff had been. OK, I thought, neat trick ... so perhaps I should go see what's behind the space? Or will something come through it to me?
Someone came through. A woman, to be precise ... a woman about my age, dressed in some sort of one piece suit of what looked like white rayon ... no insignia of markings on it, no sign of any equipment or ... I realised I was channeling Start Trek or something but it was hard to avoid, in the circumstances ... weapons. Instead, she was standing looking at me, arms crossed beneath her breasts and a slight smile on her face. She had a big scar across one cheek, I noticed, more scars on the back of one hand and amazingly frizzy black hair. I sort of nodded ... acknowledging her but not really sure what else to do. This was not, I felt, a situation I could reasonably be expected to cope with.
So I left it to her to do the introductions.
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
"Dr McDonald," I said, impressed despite myself at the way the guy was calmly looking at me. OK, he was wary and apparently struck dumb but not overtly terrified, which he could quite reasonably have been. He didn't even react to my greeting him by name. So I went on. I've done this before, of course ... and its generally best just to get it over with.
"Welcome to your new home. I'm sorry if recent events have been a bit disconcerting, but you may well have realised that if we hadn't brought you here you would be dead by now."
He was still gazing steadily at me but gave me a brief nod, probably remembering the machete only too clearly. Recovering himself, he asked logically enough where 'here' was and who 'we' were. I could see that the phrase about his new home had struck home ... but he still wasn't reacting with any visible excess of emotion. Definitely a cool one then ... unless the Wisdom was more fallible than it presented itself as being and he was, in fact, a moron.
"Here is a little difficult to explain, I'm afraid," I said, "but my name is Zara and I'm the human part of the current 'we'. The other part is an artificial intelligence which I tend to call the Wisdom ... an alien AI, of course, as we are currently on an alien planet ... in an alien universe, actually, given that the process of getting you here involved a quick rotation through eight dimensions. Or something ... you can get a more detailed account from the technology if you want, in your own time - I think multiverse theory may be more familiar to you than it is to me, frankly. For the moment, the thing you might as well be clear about is that you are here ... and that you will be safe and, indeed, have your material needs met to a degree inconceivable on Earth ... but that you won't be going home unless the Wisdom lets you go. And that's unlikely, given that you're only here ... and you're only alive, I might add ... because said alien has a job it needs you to do.
Still no emotion showing, he asked me what the job was. I shrugged.
"Oh, we need you to save the planet." 
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
OK, I thought: You just heard all that ... so what on earth - or not on earth, apparently - do you do with it? This woman - if she was, in fact, a woman - didn't seem to be actually insane ... and the explanation, if that was the right word, wasn't too much stranger than some of the things I'd experienced in the past half hour. But eight dimensions? Alien universes? My mind, frankly, boggled. And, in the temporary absence of higher intellectual functions, I found myself reacting on a more basic, more biological level... Maybe it was some sort of delayed shock, but she was a fine looking woman, I thought, even with those scars, and there were just the two of us here, apparently ... for some time ...
I realised that I was becoming physically aroused and that this was not exactly a brilliant moment to let my genitals take decisions. I knew that I needed to keep things together ... at least until I worked out what the hell was actually going on here. So I took a deep breath, calmed myself down a bit and asked,
"OK ... save the planet. And how precisely am I supposed to do that?"
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
Interestingly, he stared at me for some time before asking me to explain. I thought I saw his eyes become slightly glassy ... breathing a little shallower. I checked quickly with the Wisdom ... a neural link providing real time data on his physiology ... thinking it would be worthwhile to suppress any incipient panic before it got messy. But - well, well ... there was no sign of a panic reaction ... in fact his heartrate and adrenaline levels were normal ... pupils dilated rather than constricted. Instead, the data showed a slight dilation of skin surface capillaries ... and a notable diversion of blood supply to the penis. The guy was becoming aroused, I realised, forcing myself not to show any excitement ... any reaction at all.
Instead, I shifted posture slightly, ensuring that my folded arms pushed my breasts up whilst simultaneously pulling the thin material of the jumpsuit tighter over them ... pretending not to notice his eyes focused on them. I really wished I'd stuck with the kimono, now ... it offered so many more possibilities in this sort of situation ... but realised one advantage of my current garb when I realised that the previous action had also drawn the material - lower down the one piece - into closer contact with my labia. As I moved slightly, still watching him, there was a delicious friction ... all the more exciting in that he could not know just how much I knew about the way he was feeling ... which sense of power fed back into my own arousal.
Which would have to wait, I decided ... confident that this could be continued ... and controlled another time. And he'd asked me a question. So I answered, watching awareness begin to dawn in his eyes.
"How do you help save the world? Well, the standard approach is to discreetly help the good guys, fuck over the bad guys. Literally, if you like ... it can add to the fun ..."
--- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ---
Well, that was satisfactory. However superior my intelligence, some things are best left to the ape-descendants themselves. Like confounding each other, confusing the situation and ... establishing "chemistry" ....
I brought back all the bits of my consciousness heretofore monitoring the state of their planet, and communicating with my peers across the dimensions, and reintegrated them with the area engaged with observing my new subjects. And, integrated, we all agreed.
This would be interesting. It would be educational. And it might well be fun.


